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Washington Research Center,
CUC analysts and programmers
developed a statistical proced-
ure which provides a quality
control check on the manufac-
ture of fertilizers.

The Good Earth
Like everything else, the good

earth is as good as what you put
into it—time, planning and above
all fertilizer. Many of the large
food produce firms have been
using computers to improve crop
quality and output for some
time. At H. J. Heinz Company,
computers are being used for
nutrient analysis in 10 States.
Using input such as soil analy-
sis, fertilization history, crop ro-
tation, and crops yield goals,
computers print-out soil require-
ments almost instantly. The re-

You’ve seen ingredients and
percentages listed on the labels
of processed foods available in
supermarkets. How do you know
these data are accurate? To the
crop farmer profit depends on
getting maximum crop yield
from minimum investment in
seed, fertilizer, and labor. To
him, the question of label reli-
ability is-one of economic sur-
vival.

sult—bigger, better and redder
tomatoes. And more of them.
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Beacon’s experienced nutritionists can help you

make more milk from your home grains. What’s
more, they offer mixing concentrates specially
fortified with the vitamins and minerals in which
home grains are deficient.

The Beacon dairy formulas for home grown
dairy rations are proven in use on thousands of
farms. Dairymen consistently report substantial
increases in milk production after switching to
Beacon. What’s more important, they are equally
consistent in reporting increased income over feed
cost.

And... Beacon Advisors working with us are
helping dairymen program the feed for each herd.
No hit-or-miss feeding program here, but a care-
fully detailed analysis that takes into account in-
herited potential, stage of lactation, quality of
roughage, butterfat level and other factors. It
means maximum value for your feeding dollar.
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24 yzed fertilizer sample* .to the
CUC developed computer pro-
gram. Each sample is graded
with all others, using the same
methods of chemical analysis.
Results arc reported back to
manufacturers and State agen-
cies to permit appropriate ac-
tion regarding the accuracy of
manufacturing processes and
testing programs.

It Ain't Chicken Feed
“If it ain't got corn or soybean

meal in it it ain't chicken
feed.” Many of the old timers
will tell you that you can’t grow
healthy chickens without these
ingredients. But experiments
with birds at the University of
Maryland proved you could.

What was the combination of
feeds used? A mixture made up
mostly of ground wheat and
blood meal. And it took a com-
puter to come up with it.

Poultry scientists asked the
(Continued on Page 25)

OLIVER 437
Mower/Conditioner

s a -foot swath

WRugged, totally new mower/conditioner. W Does three jobs at once; mows, condi*
tions and windrows (with optional shields). W Cuts a full 9-foot swath at speeds up

to 8 mph. W Counterbalanced header floats over rough ground. W Cam-action reel
with simple speed control. W Big-diameter rolls (8 inches) condition stems without
leaf damage. V Rubber, spiral-groove top roll and steel, spiral-bar
lowerroll. W Sturdy tubular backbone. W Enclosed gear box and roller
chain drives. W Easy shift of hitch to transport position. n
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